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INTRODUCTION

For over two decades Ankur has been working with marginalized communities in
the city of Delhi, through experimental pedagogy, exploring their inherent
possibilities and potentialities. The focus is to empower people to reflect on their
lives, understand inequity and conflict and strive for a just and humane society. We
build spaces for generating, sharing and circulating knowledge and forge links
with other initiatives and institutions.

The work of Ankur hinges upon conversations and dialogues of different hues and
shades. These exchanges take place with children, young people, and their
communities as well as with several others engaged in educational and social
practice. They begin from varied vantage points and unfold in diverse locations
and contexts. Questions that invite sharing, evoke curiosity and provoke discussion
take these dialogues to newer echelons. The open-ness and flow of conversations
expands the intellectual landscape of the deliberations. Each participant uniquely
soaks the ideas and thoughts that simmer in the discussions. There are many, who
are drawn in and affected by these conversations, both near and distant. The
sounds resonate at multiple levels.

During the last year, besides engaging in dialogues within and beyond the
communities, our focus was on tracing the changes occurring in the lives of
children and young people, who are the collaborators in the different collectives.
Some of the concerns in this exploration were - What did their sustained practice
and participation in the collective mean to them? How did it influence their
experiences within the family, the school and at work? In what ways did it help to
soften the rough edges of some of the existing structures of relationships? How did
it expand the horizons they imagine for themselves?

In the process, what was significant was the articulation of the changes by the
children and young people themselves. Their articulations underline the relevance
of initiatives in their lives that are driven by their creative energies and peer
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learning. They validate our pedagogical premises and practices and urge us for
continued experimentation and evolution of the practice.

The Annual report 2010-11 offers some snapshots of contexts and content of
conversations that took place and the changes they stirred.
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Learning
Collective

1. LEARNING COLLECTIVE
The Learning Collective celebrates the spirit of wonder, curiosity, inquisitiveness,
spontaneity and self-creation of young children. This is a space where children,
individually and collectively, create learning experiences. Young children are
invited to share stories from their worlds and encouraged to connect these stories
with the worlds of school and textbooks. The learning collective enables young
children cope with the demands that are made of them in school; while nourishing
their individuality, confidence and creativity.
Newer entrants to the collectives were welcomed by the older members through
various games and exercises. In one such activity, while introducing each other,
they were asked to make new words out of the first letter of one’s companion’s
name. It built their vocabulary and friendship, and was fun too. In the process, they
generated a range of words that were familiar to them and then learnt to write
them as well.
1.1 A Design for Learning
The walls of the centres were kept alive through the imaginations of children who
came to these spaces. They were ever evolving so that they could always provide
fresh provocation and resources to thought. They also reflected the transient nature
of children’s expressions.
In one of the centres, butter-paper was stuck onto the walls. Members of the group
etched whatever was floating in their minds – be it letters, words or even
multiplication tables. In another centre, an entire wall was transformed into a blackboard to invite children to write, erase and re-write. In yet another centre, a vinyl
cover was put up, covered with questions emerging from the group. The room
invited everyone who entered to become a part of the discussion on those
questions.
The character of the old lady from the story Chandwali Amma (The old woman on
the moon) danced on the wall. Upon entering the room, a child exclaimed, “I felt I
have entered the sky!” The walls were also adorned with several poems created
and illustrated by the children, such as Tota (Parrot), Chhuk-Chhuk Railgadi (ChhukChhuk train) etc.
The different stories of the text book were pasted on the wall, thus making the textbook a collective book of all. When pasted like this, the stories and poems of the
text-book became open to all and did not remain confined to one specific class. The
characters, events, words and questions of the stories began to float and drew any
one into the conversation related to them. When their bound text-book took the
form of this wall-exhibit, children got excited and were curious to read all of it.
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1.2 Text-Books and Beyond
Linking with school-texts in creative ways is an important component of the
learning collective. Connecting them to the lived contexts of children, makes the
text books much more interesting and inviting for them. Each text was expanded
through dialogues and activities around key words, themes and pictures used in
the textbook.
Using key words
Key words in a story were used to excite thought-processes, imagination, creativity,
relevance to one’s own life, leading to internalization. The word ‘help’ was used for
discussions and writings connected with their experiences. Children talked of small
steps they had taken to help someone:
When my friend was hurt, I escorted her home.
When our homes were being demolished, I took care of the
belongings of my friend. Her mother had gone to the village.
My friend lent me a pencil, as I had left it at home
When fire had engulfed our homes, we helped each other by
providing food and salvaging things
I tried to pacify my friends when there was a quarrel between them.
Children spoke of helping birds and animals. Some of them shared how once when
an injured pigeon was found in their lane, they gave it water and nursed it. The
group created a poem on the theme of ‘help’. Such exercises reflected their
understanding and practice of values like ‘help’, that it was not just a word but
something that they experienced in daily life.
Using themes
Bridges were built between books and everyday lives using themes featured in the
textbook. For instance, in the poem, Mirch ka Mazaa (Pleasures of Chilli), the man
from Kabul comes to a new land and has encounters with a new culture. The theme
of travelling to new places and different cultures was taken up for dialogue with
the children. They shared the differences in language, dress, food and tastes that
they had observed. Some of them shared how they picked up new words when
they went to their villages; ‘kukkur’ instead of the Hindi kutta for ‘dog’, and ‘goru’
for gai (cow).
From the lesson Oont (Camel) gave the children an opportunity to share their
experiences of camel rides. Dheeraj shared,
One day when I had gone to Jaisalmer, and was standing in
front of my uncle’s house, I saw a man riding a camel. When
he saw me observing him and the camel intently, he asked
me to climb up for a ride. He took me from a dusty track to a
point from where I could see only sand all around me. I saw
many more men riding on camels in the scorching sun. When
2

I asked him why there were so many camels in the desert, he
explained to me that camels had the capacity to survive in
the desert. He added that the camels were central to their
livelihood for they carried goods from one place to another
for sale. I observed that the camels were decorated with
necklaces and designs painted on them.
Dheeraj’s vivid narration was heard very intently by each member of the
collective.
While doing the lesson, Cheh saal ki chokri, the theme of pheriwalas (cart
vendors) and road side vendors was taken up. They shared about the
vendors, who came to their neighborhood and what they sold – clothes,
idols, fruits, vegetables, spices, shoes, stoves, bangles, etc. They
described how they called out to their customers and the interactions
around their visits. They also shared their experiences with road side
vendors in their locality.
I was hungry when I returned from school. Mummy was not
at home. I had five rupees with me. I decided to go out and
have some chowmein. I took my friend Arti with me. When
we were walking, strong winds began to blow. We crossed
the main road to the Kali Mandir where the chowmein
vendor stood. I handed him the money and asked to make
chowmein. He quickly served it to us. The winds had become
much stronger by then. The vendor left his stall and helped
us cross the road.
In the lesson, Bhaloo ne kheli football (The Bear played football) generated discussions
on ‘football’ as a game. Since the world-cup football was about to begin,
discussions on football were taking place in the locality. Children shared what they
were hearing or seeing in the newspapers. They brought a football and played
different games with it. A student of Delhi University who played football at the
state level taught them about the game. They formed two mixed groups of girls and
boys to play a match. Another match was organized between girls’ team and boys’
team. The enthusiasm of girls knew no bounds when they won the match.
Photographs and videos of the matches were great talking points for the members.
Using pictures
The pictures in the ‘Rimjhim’ textbook were a source for varied activities. The
picture of a girl sitting in a bus was used to elicit their tales of bus rides. Naina
shared how she felt nauseous while traveling in a bus. Anil shared, “Once while
travelling, I got separated from my parents. When everyone got down I was left
alone in the bus. The driver took me in his lap, asked my name and address and
escorted me home. His name was Dilbag Singh.” Ranhaiya added “Some drivers
drive very fast. They do not stop at the bust-stop.” Shiv said “Once our bus hit a
scooter with such a force that the person on the scooter got injured.” The discussion
reflected the powers of observation children have how they see details and form
their own opinions regarding people and situations.
3

The picture of a swing in one of the chapters was used to prompt the children to
make questions for further conversation. Some of the questions they framed were –
Which are the sites where they see swings? Which type of swing gives you great
pleasure? Which one inculcates fear? Which are ‘free’ swings? If mummy does not
give money, how do we enjoy swinging? Which swings take us far above the
ground?
These examples illustrate how children interpret school-texts in their unique ways,
through activities based on their experiences that expand the scope of
understanding and innovation.
1.3 Creative Expression
Children created several stories of their own, playing with their imagination,
experiences and vocabulary. The story ‘Friendship’ was created by Shiv and
Shankar, ‘Pretty Ghostess’ by Priyanka and Babita, ‘Papa’s anger’ by Anil and
Gautam. Other stories that were created were - ‘Fish without water’, ‘Clever dog’,
‘My beloved nephew’ etc. Many of these stories had the flavor of their experiences
in homes and the neighborhood. One such story was Lovely was very fond of reading books. Once while she was reading,
her father asked her to do some work. She shouted back. "I am
reading. Why don’t you ask brother?” Her father retorted, "Are you
coming down, or else I’ll come up!” He came upstairs, took hold of
the story books and threw them away. Lovely started crying bitterly.
Next day she got high fever. Her father bought some new books for
her. Her fever started falling. Since then her father never asks her to
do any work when she is absorbed in reading.
The stories of the texts provided several clues for writing. The central
character in the story, Kirmich ki gend is a ball. For young children, balls are
an integral part of their lives. Children were asked to imagine themselves as
balls and write a piece. One child wrote,
I am a big ball with bright colors. When I was displayed in a
shop, some children saw me and got tempted to buy me.
When they hit me, I roam around in the air. Sometimes, I
reach a park and sometimes someone’s terrace. Sometimes, I
go and hide myself in a bush and sometimes get bathed in a
bucket of water.
They were encouraged to use their imagination with topics such as “If I were a
road.” “…the wind.” “..the cobbler’s box.”
Different sites in the locality were explored to provide new contexts to help evolve
new stories, such as a park or a temple, the corner of a lane or another block. These
sites became observation-points that offered fresh perspectives and resources for
writing fresh texts.
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1.4 Children, Parents and the Community
On a regular basis the facilitators shared the practices of the learning collective and
the creative works of children with their parents. These interactions helped in
garnering the support of parents for sustained involvement of children at the
collective. They also helped in ‘redefining’ studies for parents. From time to time,
community events were also held. This added dynamism to the practice and
created a lively atmosphere in the locality.
During the riddles event, the children put up masks on their faces and went to the
community to ask riddles. This event drew the animated involvement of not just
children but also adults, particularly the elderly. It was fun to see the range of
replies that people guessed for each riddle.
An event was held at the neighbourhood park where the children of the learning
collective arranged their creative works on small tables for people of the locality to
come and view. The walls and railings of the park were decorated with pictures
connected with their texts. Family members and curious individuals came and
leafed through the hand written pages on display. Shivani’s mother, Tara Devi, had
taken leave from work to attend this event. She said that though she could not read
or write, yet she could tell just by looking at the drawings and writings, how
beautiful the work of the children was. Children also read out their writings to
parents. Kashish began to read, ‘’ when mosquitoes started biting me, I got up.
With some difficulty I went back to sleep. Mosquitoes started bothering me again. I
woke up again and sat up”. Listening to her, Kashish’s mother, her head covered in
ghoonghat, broke out in giggles. There was a poster on display with the line ‘when
papa was a child’ (the title of one of the lessons) with responses gathered from the
children. Mothers took great interest in reading the poster. Parents remarked that
they were surprised at the writings of their children; at school they had heard only
complaints.
At another collective, the stories of the textbook were dramatized by different
individuals taking on the parts of different characters. Children fleshed the
characters and added more texture to the narratives. This developed as an
entertaining show in itself, and it was decided to share this with the community. At
the community event, costumes and props were used and the small dramatized
versions of the stories were performed to an audience of parents, neighbours,
passersby, siblings, guardians and friends. The children did everything on their
own; they prepared the dialogues and the props. They took care of small little
details, while they rehearsed. The overall mood of all who came to the event was
congratulatory towards the children.
The community programs displayed to the parents and others the immense
creative energies of children, and nudged them to revisit some of their perceptions
and notions about children.
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 Impact on Children
Personal growth
Some children were shy and cocooned in their own shells when they joined the
learning collective, but gradually they opened up. The interactions at the learning
collective made the children feel comfortable with adults, be it parents, neighbors
and even teachers at school. They were able to put across their viewpoints and
questions. Farin says, “Now Ammi and Abbu consider me intelligent, so I am no
longer afraid.” Rihaan and Chandni said, “When we are able to tell stories through
puppets in front of our friends and family, we feel happy.”
Enhanced desire to read, write and create
The learning collective helped to keep alive the innate curiosity of young children
and enabled the flowering of their latent potential. Their creativity was evident in
the stories, poems, drawings and paintings they made. They acquired and enriched
several attributes and talents.
Rajkumar was proud to say, ‘Now I can actually read!” He, like Rubina, Moni,
Rihaan and many others, discovered the joy of reading stories of others as well as
his own. Their innovativeness came out while interpreting stories of textbooks. For
example, they created dialogues around the story Kisan aur Bagh (The farmer and
the tiger) which gave a new thrust to the story. Kajal brought English story books to
the centre. Though she could not read English, she would weave her own stories
around the pictures and tell them to her companions.
Writing became a new exciting game. Expressed Rubina, “It is a thrill to realize that
I can write something of my own and the teacher listens to it. We are no longer
afraid to create new things.” Several children loved to write on the walls, floors,
durries, and blackboard -- any surface that they could lay their hands on.
Changes in children’s engagement with income generating activities
Earlier the routine of many children consisted of doing household chores, attending
school, a bit of playing and two to four hours of engagement with an economic
activity like making bangles, necklaces, hooks etc. With creativity and confidence,
learning and growth taking front seats, economic activity was relegated to the backburner.
Moni expressed, “I used to make bangles for two hours in the afternoons when I
came back from school, then again for a couple of hours in the evenings. Now I
work from about an hour or so only, as I come to the centre in the afternoon and in
the evening I write stories and do my home work”. Farin, Rubina, Rihaan and
Rajkumar remarked, “Where is the time now to make bangles? We are busy doing
exciting things?”
10 year-old Rubin worked half day with his mother in kothis (houses) – cleaning,
washing, dusting etc. As he put it – “I enjoy sharing with friends, I can recognize
6

alphabets and read even words, write the names of my family-members. I have
rejoined school after two years and have left working as a domestic help.” Nagma
who worked on putting embellishments on dupattas, stopped doing it on a regular
basis. She only helped during holidays or when there was an urgent order. Noori,
Moni, Chandni did piece rate work, who earlier did piece work the entire
afternoon, started doing it only for an hour or so.
Zamil who used to work at a tea stall stopped working there. Ravi left making
gulli-danda. Earlier, they used to find it difficult to remain at school, but later
became regular- both at the centre as well as at school. Hasin, who made boxes for
about four hours every day, before going to school, started coming to the center in
the morning.
Changes in the attitude of parents
During the initial days at the centre many children were often concerned that they
were not helping in the economic activity undertaken by their family members.
Some of them like Sangeeta would cry, feeling guilty for not doing so. Gradually,
mothers and fathers started appreciating the activities and outcomes at the
collective, and were supportive of their children attending the centre. This was very
important for the enjoyment and comfort of children.
Children like Arti, Chandni, Mehran were let off, at least for a limited period, from
work that they were engaged in. Seeing the performance of Roshni at the learning
collective, there was a change in the attitude of her parents. They readily allowed
her to give more time for center and school activities and engaged her less in work.
Vivek’s father felt that instead of wasting his time playing after school, he should
spend time at their grocery shop. He used to keep his books besides him at the
shop. In between serving customers, he would study. When Vivek first came to the
learning collective with his friend Guddu, he was attracted to the place seeing it as
something different from school or the tuition centre. He shared the activities at the
learning collective with his father. Gradually his father stopped insisting that he sit
at the shop and encouraged him to focus more on his studies and even go out and
play. Vivek did all of that and still, on occasions sat at the store on his own choice.
Kundan used to push cart of sand, stones and bricks with his father. Initially he
would come to the centre for about an hour, and then rush back to the hand-cart.
Gradually his father allowed him to give more time at the centre and re-enrolled
him at school.
Earlier Upasana never had time for herself, apart from attending school, she
worked at her grandfather’s clothes’ shop-cleaning, arranging, folding and even
making buttonholes and putting buttons on shirts, plus helping her grandmother in
household chores. She said “Now I have lots of time for myself. I no longer sit
quietly in a corner at the centre. I do not hesitate in sharing my stories with my
friends. I can recite a poem fluently and with acting, and my parents are happy
about it.”
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Several of them expressed that their families were keen that they studied. Rubina
shared, ‘’Papa says that his daughter shall study a lot. Mummy says I should learn
everything – reading, writing, drawing and painting. She no longer scolds at me for
not helping her in completing bangle orders.”
Rajkumar, Rihaan and Chandni said that their parents were happy to see their
writings and pictures. Most parents were no longer hesitant in sending their
children for outings, in fact many of them were keen and happy that their sons and
daughters were enjoying and learning new things. They started appreciating their
children in very different ways.
Changes at school
Many children went back to school and there were lesser instances of absenteeism
and drop out. Their interest in studies – in language and in numbers, in stories and
poems increased. School was no longer that boring for them. They felt responsible
for their own studies. Regularity of finishing homework increased. The
improvement in reading-writing skills helped them in coping with the academics at
school. They overcame the fear of studies, the fear of teachers and the fear of
failure.
There was improvement in their school performance. Two years back Moni’s
aggregate marks were 250 out of 600. This year she got 436. Farin got 302 instead of
the earlier 200. Shivani obtained 456, Rihan 356, so on and so forth. All of them
reported that they were encouraged by their teachers. Several other children
developed a new interest in studying after looking at the report cards of their
friends.
The attitude of their teachers towards them changed. Raj Kumar, 12 year old who
studied in class V said, “A year back, my Sir used to tease me saying that I could
not even read. He would ask me to go and sit at the back. I felt very angry when my
name was cancelled from the rolls. I started staying at home and taking care of my
infant sister, working and playing a bit. Now I am again enrolled in school. I can
read books and newspapers. In school, sir has made me the class monitor.
Children participated in school programs as never before, as part of Republic Day
(26 Jan), Independence Day (15 Aug) and Children’s Day (14 Nov.) celebrations at
school etc. They received appreciation at school for their skills in story-telling,
writing, drawing etc.
A few of them also shared that earlier they used to fight with classmates and abuse
people but somehow they did not feel like doing that anymore.
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Club

2. CLUB
Children are brimming with stories, always eager to tell them. The club strives to
affirm their world, their life experiences – their stories. It brings children into the
practice of engaging with the locality, writing on it and sharing their writings with
the community and the wider world. The club takes up community projects and
explores different media forms.
The club continued its journey marking out different sites in the locality, on the
roof, in the park, a street corner, under a tree, on the steps of somebody’s house, or
the space before a shop. The members ranging in the age group of 10-14 years,
gathered together and after a few hours of shared practice merged into the contexts
they come from.
2.1 Explorations in Locality
How do people make do on low incomes?
This was a workshop in which the practitioners were divided into four groups of
five each. Each group took up a particular line of enquiry under this broad theme.
The first group interviewed people on use of old clothes, second hand mobiles and
old electrical appliances. The second group dealt with sharing in schooling -- handme-down uniforms, sharing one tiffin and one water bottle, walking to school, self
made gifts etc. The third group took up the theme of savings on expenses – home
remedies for minor illnesses, stocking up on low priced items, covering up seepage
marks with decorative items etc. The fourth group took up the theme of Jugaad or
improvisation. For example, in one of the families a dysfunctional fridge was being
used as a cupboard; most families were reusing the buttons of old shirts etc.
In each group, the members discussed amongst themselves their findings. The
writings that emerged from their explorations were shared in the whole group.
Dynamics of spaces
The theme of ‘Dynamics of spaces’ was explored through a ten day workshop.
Initially, varied spaces were identified and their features explored. The central
questions around which conversations flowed each day were: Who makes a space
and who belongs to it? How does a space build a relationship with someone and
how does a distance come between someone and a space? What are the spaces that
feature in different people’s routines? What are the signs that show the sense of
ownership with a space or how do you know that a space belongs to someone?
The story of Surjeet was shared by the members. To get some extra income that
would help him pursue further studies, Surjeet started putting a stall selling
roasted gram at a spot in the locality, every evening. This spot was littered with a
lot of rubbish. Everyday Surjeet would clean the place where he would put up his
stall. Members remarked about how Surjeet’s connection with the space at the spot
9

for his stall led him to start cleaning the space. Overtime, Surjeet noticed that
people were not littering the space to the extent they did earlier, apparently the
space began to be associated with his chana stall, a place where people eat and
hence not a place where garbage was dumped.
At the end of the workshop, the film Ratatouille was shown as a story of how a most
unlikely creature, a rat, makes the kitchen his workspace.
Dealing with chronic illness
Illness and health are major concerns for the people in underserved working class
settlements. Their vulnerability to health risks is a consequence of living in a
degraded environment, inaccessibility to health care, irregular employment, and
lack of negotiating capacity to demand better services. An interaction with families
dealing with chronic illness was thus a very significant exploration of the children.
Shalu wrote about how her grandmother lay ill for many days. And yet she would
express her concern for other people’s health, for example when someone had cold
she suggested that he have a cup of hot ginger tea. Kiran wrote about an old man
who was lay in a bed in the lane outside his house. The old man would look with
hopeful eyes at every passer by wanting somebody to stop and ask him about his
health. But even when somebody would stop and talk to him, he would remain
silent. Was he too weak or had the illness defeated his will to speak?
The writings of children on the theme were prepared as a broadsheet, Mizaz kaisa
hai janab ka (How are you feeling) and circulated in the different localities.
Unequal treatment
Gender bias is a reality that children experience and observe around them. This
was another theme for exploration. The texts led to animated discussion about
gender inequality. Komal wrote about a conversation in her lane about a girl who
returned to her parent’s home from her marital home. People were blaming her
without even listening to her story. Durga wrote about the bias towards boys and
against girls manifested in how money is always found for son’s needs and how
boys are allowed to freely roam wherever they want to. Khusboo wrote, more with
anguish than complaint, about Beena who went to sleep hungry after refusing
dinner because something was denied to her. Nobody tried to coax her out of her
temper tantrum. In sharp contrast when Beena’s brother did the same, everybody
cajoled him into eating his dinner. Reshma articulated that it is the repeated cycles
of oppression that get crystallized as tradition.
2.2 Engagement with Neighbourhood Work
The practitioners researched the world of work in an around their neighbourhood
through observation logs and interviews.
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The caretaker at the cremation ground
Who looks after the bodies of dead people? Whenever I thought of
such a person, the image that floated in front of my eyes was that of
man in black clothes, and a big lathi in one hand. So when I saw him
in person, I was a little taken aback. Yes, the frail man had a lathi in
his hand but he was in white dhoti and kurta. He kept the lathi by
his side as he worked from morning till evening.
The first thing he did was to sweep the compound. He started from
the spot where the bodies were burnt. With his lathi, he picked up
the plastic bags and other garbage thrown around in the compound.
He had a gentle aura about himself. His dealings with everybody
were quietly cordial. When not working, he sat under the big neem
tree benignly gazing at passersby. As he collected the debris and
garbage, a half-smile played on his lips. I imagined him thinking – “I
do such important work and yet remain scorned by all.

Photo studio owner
The photo studio opened at 8.30 in the morning. On arriving, the
owner first kissed the threshold of the shop. He then touched the
lock with both his hands and brought them to his ears, in gratitude
that nothing untoward had happened through the night. He then
unlocked the shutters and pulled them up. He dragged the counter
outside and placed things on it – a receipt book, a register, a pen, a
stamp, a stapler and a wooden scale. While he was doing that a
woman came up to him, his first customer of the day. She told him
that she had lost her receipt and asked whether she would get her
photograph. He asked her if she could recognize the photographs.
She nodded her assent.
It was now 10 and the studio was quite crowded. The owner was
attending to all customers single handed. Reading someone’s
receipt, looking under the counter, taking someone’s money,
handing over envelopes to another.... Normally the shop is run by
three people but today he was alone. The shop is small, so even if a
few customers come, it gets crowded.
After the customers had left, the owner sat down and gazed out in a
contemplative manner. A little later he was joined by another man
who was clearly somebody connected with the shop. Seeing him, the
photographer brought out a packet and took out a large bunch of
photographs from it. They both started sorting out the photographs
placing selected bunches in small envelopes and writing on them.
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Apparently the studio only took photographs here and sent them
out for processing and printing.
They finished their work and put away all the envelopes below the
counter. Just then a man carrying small glasses of tea in a twisted
wire carrier walked up and placed two glasses of tea on the counter
and went off. The two sat back and took relaxed sips from their
steaming glasses of tea.
Survey of factories
To systematize their exploration of skill based work in the locality, the members
undertook a survey of the factories in the different blocks. They identified factories
making bangles, jeans, shoes, belts, sandals, boxes, veils etc. They noted down the
name of the owner, the number of workers and the timings to further plan their
interactions.
2.3 Sharing in Community
Story-telling event
The members of the club shared their writings with the community through a story
telling event. They organized everything right from setting up the stage to
compeering the event. The people of the neighbourhood participated with full
enthusiasm – it was often difficult to distinguish guests from hosts. Stories were
read out on loudspeakers. The people, those present at the event as well as others
standing on their balconies or passers-by stopping out of curiosity, were witness to
the creative talents of the members.
The gift of thought
The club members thought of giving a small gift to people, caught up in the frantic
pace of city life, that would take them into a contemplative space and connect them
with precious moments in their everyday life. They wrote some thoughts on small
notes and distributed them to people in the locality. Some of the thoughts were “Every day, every journey is a new story”, “Smile at someone who crosses you
way” and “This place is yours, you are welcome to share your thoughts and
stories”.
Have you seen a well like this
The well set up in collaboration with the artist Mandana Moghaddam and the
University of Gothenburg, continued to be a site of interest to the club and the
community. Many sessions of the club were held at the well, with members sharing
their written texts and creative expressions with each other, the community and the
chance listener in the other wells across the world (as mentioned before the well at
Khicripur is linked through internet telephony with similar wells in Bangalore,
India, Gothenburg, Sweden and Seoul, South Korea). Even though most often street
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sounds were heard in reply, the chance voice that came across the speakers is a
welcome diversion to the conversations held at the well.
Sadly, in the run up to the Commonwealth Games the well was demolished by the
city officials as an unauthorised structure much in the same way as thousands of
habitations.
An introduction to blogging
The Khichripur club started a blog, (http://khichripurtalkies.blogspot.com)
Members learnt to type out their texts on the computer and to upload their texts on
to the blog. An introductory workshop was held and some of their texts were
uploaded to give some concrete basis to carry on.
 Impact on Children
Changes at school
The club intervention ensured that children carried forward with secondary
education. Ashu, 13, began helping in the jeans making unit of his father, when he
was 11 and left school due to increasing workload. After joining the club he took
readmission in class 6 in school. Sajid, who had left school when he started helping
his brother at their shop rejoined school in class 8. Peter, who had left school
because of the harshness of school discipline, also rejoined school in class 6.
Children continued to go to school on regular basis after they rejoined.
Kiran and many others like her started spending lesser time in doing piece rate
work and give more time and attention to their studies. Vibha left doing piecework
and made strides in her studies, undaunted by her physical challenge. She was
noticed amongst her classmates at school because she was able to form answers to
questions on her own. Simran started engaging with the school texts with a
confidence to articulate her interpretation of the text. She began to relate to her
teacher from a sense of equality. Jyoti’s teacher appreciated the way she read aloud
the text-book stories in the class with changing intonations and made listening to
them pleasurable for all her class-mates.
Children dependence on guidebooks reduced and they began studying on their
own. Many such Patrika and Ankit scored well at school.
Children as researchers and writers
The club catalyzed in its members the desire to write, and overtime their practice of
writing acquired finesse. Some used words to create images; others used images to
tell their stories. Their desire to create that propelled their exploration of the worlds
around them. They searched for resources to energize their creative pursuits. An
added pleasure that awaited practitioners working on their immediate context was
when someone engaged with them on their work. New opportunities for dialogue
and new journeys emerged from these engagements.
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Those consistently engaged in writing practice were able to choose their own
subjects for writing and their insights into everyday life developed a considerable
depth and maturity. Sunita brought in a wider variety of words into her writing
and the thoughts expressed became more penetrating. No matter what challenges
Rahul was faced with, he still took out time for his intellectual explorations and
writings. He did not allow the pressures of work to limit the borders of his thinking
and writing. Peter remained the free ranging traveler perhaps that is why every
time he came up with a new and exciting tale.
Changing attitudes of family and community towards young writers
We saw many instances of how members of the club were began to be seen as
writers and authors. Initially Suneeta’s coming to the meetings at the club was not
approved by her family, as the writing work she carried back home started
interfering with her household chores. After she came first in a story writing
competition in her school, attitudes in her family changed. Suneeta recounted an
incident which occurred while she was travelling with her father in a train. A copassenger impressed with the conversation that Suneeta was having with him, and
on learning of Suneeta’s practice of writing told her father to encourage Suneeta’s
writing as she had all signs of developing as a writer. She regularly read out her
stories to her family.
Rahul used to leave the club meetings early as he had to help out at home, cutting
out shoe uppers from leather sheets. Once the facilitator sent some sheets to Rahul’s
home so that he could carry forward the writing assignment he had taken up. The
next day Rahul’s mother came and handed over some written sheets to the
facilitator telling her that Rahul was up till one o’clock in the morning writing
despite her telling him to go to sleep. He later shared that the story had developed
in such an interesting manner that he wanted to finish the piece in one sitting.
Gradually Rahul’s family started taking his help only when a big order was
received. His brothers themselves would come to the club asking him to be excused
for a few days. The family began to recognize the importance of Rahul’s writing
practice.
Considering that Shalu became so comfortable on the computer, her parents began
to look for a second hand computer to keep at home for her. Vivek’s mother shared
that when she saw him writing, she also felt inspired to write.
Surjit was sitting outside the photo studio and writing about it. The owner of the
photo studio came up to him and asked curiously what Surjit was writing. Surjit
started reading out from his note. On listening to this text about his studio, the
studio owner smiled and patted Surjit on the back. He gazed at his shop as if new
and different images of the studio were playing out in front of his eyes. Known in
the locality as a naughty and mischievous boy, Surjit acquired are additional
identity -- that of an author.
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Library

3. LIBRARY
Children are naturally curious, always eager to access other narratives, the world of
ideas and knowledge. The library is a space that facilitates new, proximate and
distant connections, associations and meaning. This is a lively space that nurtures a
community of children who are active readers, creative writers and passionate
discussants. The library collective also reaches out to invite the community to join
them and thus spreading the community of active minds engaging with ideas and
thoughts.
3.1 Reading and Writing Practices
Attraction towards books
Books are the first step to reading. The library managed to establish amongst the
children that books contain entire worlds to explore, lives to live, strange and
interesting persons to meet. They looked forward to seeing and browsing through
new books. New books caused fresh excitement amongst members of the library.
Children picked up books of their own choice and read them. They discussed what
they read with others, relating it to what they had seen and experienced and what
they had imagined. The books, the discussions, their lived experiences and
imaginations fuelled their writing.
Reflections on reading
The attempt was to get members to reflect about their reading practices. In
response to the question, ‘what goes on in our mind when we read a book?’ the
readers shared - ‘I feel the characters of the story are speaking into my ears’.’ It
seems I am walking in the lanes and spaces that the writer is describing.’ ‘I feel a
surge of emotions while reading the story’.’ Sometimes, it seems that there are
similar characters around us’. ‘Sometimes I start predicting the end of the story’. ‘I
get so engrossed in reading the story that sounds in my surroundings do not reach
me’. ‘I begin to imagine myself like the protagonist and feel that I am going deeper
and deeper into the story.’
Writing in relay
With new writers an exercise of writing in tandem was practiced. A child wrote a
few lines and then these lines were passed on to another so they carried the train of
thought further. And then the text was given to yet another child and the train
moved along like a relay, gathering more lines as the exercise continued.
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Texts and visuals
The practitioners created visuals around their stories and also made story-boards.
While creating visuals they grappled with issues such as what character or
situation to highlight through a visual; how much obvious should an illustration
be; where to make an illustration so that the flow of the text is not disrupted etc.
Their illustrated stories were shared with other children of the collective as gifts.
The children created relief around different scenes in a story. Shadman created a
model depicting the scene of the school that he had written about in his story.
Another practitioner created a model of the house of Mini, a character from the
story Kabuliwala.
Animation workshop
The presence of the computer at the centre gave a new dimension to their creativity.
A student of Delhi University conducted a three month workshop at the library, in
making animations. In the first month, children learnt the characteristics of the
basic elements such as shading of portraits, and objects in (3D). The next month
was dedicated to an understanding of the basic nuances of the Adobe Photoshop
CS3, such as the use of the various tools like, lasso tool, marquee tool etc. This was
followed by working with the layers and filters. They learnt cartoon making and
digital painting. They made 2D into 3D with the help of brush tool. In the last
month they learnt how to make a flip book, by using two to three characters or
objects. They worked on 30 to 40 slides per book.
With each day their practice improved. Gradually they were introduced to tools
that could help them improve their creations. They learnt how to make a story
board, which is part of pre – production in movies. They made story boards based
on the stories that they had written. In their animations they depicted various
scenes from the everyday life in their community, such as people drawing water
from the hand pump, the view of the flowing drain from the roof of the house,
wheel of a car stuck in the pothole etc.
3.2 Exploring Themes
Films are also connected to literature as they are based on stories, and have scripts
and lyrics. The film, ‘Salam Bombay’ was shown at the library, and a discussion
was held on life of children on streets. Some of them wrote on specific scenes in the
film that reminded them of a situation from their lives. Asif shared of the time he
felt like leaving home because his father scolded him but decided against it.
Sometimes children chose short stories that depicted various forms of social
discriminations present in society. Reading stories that reflected the status of
women in society, they related them to their own observations and experiences.
There were questions like ‘why are we girls killed as soon as we are born’, ‘why are
we not allowed to talk and laugh as we grow up’ and ‘why are girls forced to lead a
life of suffocation.’ Several boys wrote of situations that they had seen where girls
and women were in a disadvantaged position. For instance, one member described
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his text how good care is taken of the expectant mother in the hope that she will
deliver a boy. But there is remorse when it is a female child.
For the practitioners of Sawda Library, demolition of their homes and the travails
of relocation is a reality still being lived by them. They wrote about their memories
of their previous habitat, the day of demolition, their life at Sawda, etc. Their texts
and stories reflected the pain and struggle of leaving behind their homes and
building life anew. Children were affected as their parents lost their livelihood.
Some adults changed their jobs; others took up whatever they could get. Members
of the library went out into the community to collect stories related to livelihoodthe jobs people took up, the difficulties they faced and the changes they
experienced. They found that people had changed jobs several times, just to make
both ends meet, from construction work to rickshaw-pulling to hawking things on
handcarts. Some excerpts from their texts Remembering Hathishala
When we lived in Hathishala, our house had a big terrace. A bird
had made its nest there. One day, I heard sharp little voices of birds.
I went up to see that the mother-bird was feeding her little ones a
few grains of rice. I ran down, brought more rice and spread it in
front of the nest. It was such a pleasure to see the birds come out and
eat.
The day of demolition
I shiver when I recall the day our hutments were being demolished.
People picked up whatever they could and stood on the road to load
them onto the trucks that were to take them away. There was total
confusion. People did not know whether to take care of their
children or their belongings.
When we came to Sawda
There were no parks here, no roads, no water, no electricity and no
schools. When rains came, there was slush all around. Water tankers
came and parked in front of our homes. Often as soon as we would
get up, we would go to collect water. There were quarrels over
water. Only after two years of continuous struggle, the number of
water-tankers increased and the roads were laid and schools opened.

Oh! The colourful cart
Imarti ji used to sell bangles on a cart that looked vibrant with the
multiple colors of the bangles. Her husband used to buy quality
bangles from Ferozabad that she sold at her cart. The bangles were
appreciated by her customers. Someone who bought from her
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always returned. She lamented how after the death of her husband
and their coming to Sawda changed all this. She tried selling bidis
and tobacco but felt angry at herself for doing so. She now sells
sweets and biscuits.
Initially the children were hesitant to talk to adults and elderly people. Gradually, a
new openness emerged across generations. Their new-found self-confidence
empowered them to share these stories with wider audiences.
3.3 Community Events
Public reading of stories
Once a week the practitioners held sessions in the locality where they read out
stories from books. These sessions helped them to reach out to audiences who were
not able to read. Women like Jyoti, Chandna, Roshni, Shanti, Munni, Pinky, Mamta
and Premvati thronged to sessions and enthusiastically participated in them. Some
of the stories that they liked were – Dosti ka haath, Bade Ghar ki beti, Garib ki gaay,
Apne Aangan ki Chabi. As they listened to the stories, the women related their own
experiences as well. It was a novel experience for them to listen to stories being read
and not just narrated orally. They looked forward to the Friday-afternoons, as the
story-day and wished that the children could come every day. Public reading and
listening of stories opened up new relationships and created a climate for sharing.
Story-telling sessions
Mehfils were organized at a park or lane, where stories from their texts were shared
with a wider audience using a mike. The mehfils continued to draw people who
came to listen as well as narrate their stories, in their own styles. Each mehfil had a
theme, for example one of the mehfils was on the theme of ‘journeys’. Saif while
telling his story about a train journey drew appreciation from the audience for the
way in which he recreated the atmosphere of the railway station in his narration.
Reading-writing corners
With the aim of giving an expression to the intellectual life present in the
neighborhoods, five spaces were identified by the library members to publicly
engage people in reading and writing practices. Some of the sites included the
threshold of a household, in the ground, at roadside, at the school gate or the
market.
Reading stalls were set up in different places of the locality, to which both children
and adults came. A regular spot was a tea stall where ten-twelve books were placed
and then regularly changed. Some people read several books that they borrowed
from the stall. In addition a new mobile structure was developed in the form of a
book rack that moved around different households to provide opportunities to
women to choose reading material of their own interest and read them in the
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comfort of their own homes. The library started receiving requests for specific types
of books.
Wall magazine
The writings of the practitioners were circulated in the community in the form of a
wall-magazine. This in turn gave them more ideas to create stories, and drew more
people in their dialogues. The wall magazine was pasted on certain strategic walls,
where it caught the attention of the passers by. Reading the texts on school, people
reminisced about episodes from their school life. One person recollected how her
father forcefully took her along to school on the day of the result, another
recollected the discipline during prayer time at his school. The process of creating a
wider readership for the writings of the children and the response to their writings
gave the practitioners new ideas for further writing.
 Impact on Children
Members of the library accessed a forum where they grew at their pace and in their
space. Their personal journeys and getting weaned away from economic activities
were marked by small milestones that reflected the enrichment of their capabilities,
improved school performance, and healthier attitudes of parents towards them and
their work at the library. This weakened the linkages of children with labour.
Setting their own agenda
Initially children came to the library with the idea that they have to be told what
they have to do. Overtime they started coming with their own agendas and
expressing whatever they wanted to do - writing, reading, drawing or sharing
something.
The desire to share
In their early days the children would give their work to the facilitator so that the
facilitator could “check” their work. The first person who would see their work
would be the facilitator. Later, they were eager to share their creative expression
and often the first persons who saw their work are their friends. They would show
keenness in taking their creative expressions to school to sharing it with their
teachers there.
Confidence to write
The writing practice of children before coming to the library was more in the form
of copying texts. Even questions were dealt with by copying relevant portions from
textbooks or guide books. In the library they acquired the confidence to write down
their thoughts – thus each piece of writing was original and different from others.
Khushboo and Salma developed a keen sense of writing. Shahnaz found the library
an open space to raise her questions and share her experiences. Their writings
enriched the content at the library.
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Desire to read and interact with the world of ideas
The practitioners emerged as curious and passionate readers. Their fascination with
the world of books was evident when they excitedly browsed through new books.
They acquired a desire to read, not just the school books but also a variety of
reading material that was made available to them. They liked the idea of
completing an entire book at their own pace. Their curiosities and passion for
reading contributed to the ethos of the library.
Recognition in the family
Parents saw that the library was not a tuition centre. They understood that while it
did help children’s performance in school, the library was equipping children to
deal with life in its different contexts -- in the locality, in the family and amongst
friends.
Vikki used to assist his father in fancy light work, but over time became more and
more involved at the library as he enjoyed sharing his thoughts and works amongst
his peers. So, he assisted his father only during holidays and festive seasons. After
returning from school, Rajiv used to work at a factory making inverters; he earned
Rs. 1500 a month. He began at the library by writing about his factory – the people
who worked there, the factory routine etc. While writing about that he also started
reading the books at the library. Gradually he stopped doing factory work on a
daily basis and did so for shorter periods, approaching it more as a time to learn a
skill.
Khushnuma had left school after 5th and was mainly engaged with piece rate
embroidery work and household responsibilities. The library provided an
opportunity to her take some time off from her tight schedule and come out of the
confines of her home, into a new, creative space.
Spreading the word
The children talked about their experiences at the library with their friends and
they often brought their friends to the library so they too could experience what
was happening there.
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Young Women’s
Collective

4. YOUNG WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
Young women lead busy lives, immersed in engagements at home and the world.
Hidden in these broad contours is the desire to create their own worlds. The young
women’s collective provides them a space to express themselves through different
practices and explore wider worlds. The collective builds and strengthens peer
networks among women, that helps them deal with the narrow frames the city
restricts them to.
4.1 Writing their Stories
Writing practices give young women a chance to explore and reflect on their lives,
and contexts.
Researching the world of work
The young women researched and wrote about the ‘world of work’ (especially that
associated with income). For the young women venturing out into the world of
work, means that are making strides into the future. However, they are also
confronted with mind-sets that are the product of a patriarchal society. In the
process of resolving the dilemmas and challenges they encounter, they began to
questions themselves and their contexts. For example, a young woman wrote about
her fiance’s resistance to her continuing with her job after marriage, for fear of
social ridicule. She kept tabs on her by calling her on the mobile phone to check if
she was actually at work. She was unable to fathom his resistance in today’s times
when many hands were needed to be able to run a household and there are more
and more women visible in every sphere of work.
Their research yielded interesting narratives of women that resulted in the booklet,
Udhed-bun (Tangled Weave) which was printed for wider circulation in the
community. It was first circulated amongst the practitioners, who delved deeper
into the texts to identify new questions and possibilities for further conversations.
Some of the questions that emerged from reflections on the texts were - What led to
your decision to undertake work? Were there certain individuals who motivated
you or guided your thinking? Who are the people you encounter when you go to
take work or at your work situation? What is the journey to your work like? Have
you ever lost your way? Or had a memorable experience while going to work?
How do you feel when you are able to accomplish a task at a job?
Community dialogue through udhed-bun booklet
Through a workshop, the young women’s collective explored the ways by which
the stories of the booklet could circulate amidst more women in their
neighbourhood, and draw new stories from them. In one of the collectives, they
chose two sites where women usually gathered, one at a temple and the other in
one of the lanes. They rehearsed as to how they shall read and build conversations
around the stories. In one session, they created an ambience using locality
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photographs that subtly related to some aspect of a particular story. In another
session, they used posters with story texts and visuals based on their craft work.
On listening to the story, Ajnabi Humsafar (Stranger as a co-traveller), Sheela
appreciated the way in which the male stranger helped the woman, commenting
that not all men harass women. Radha commented that women cannot stop
working because of eve teasing, however, they do need to be cautious. The women
felt that most of the stories were similar to theirs and reflected the commonality in
the experiences of women who go out to work.
Listening to the story, Apna Thiya, Rani shared that she was one of the first women
in the locality to set up her own shop on a cart. She enjoyed the independence of
her work and the fact that the cart connected her to many people who come and
interacted with her. The cart gave her an identity in her neighbourhood. Rama
shared how she and her husband had experimented with different stalls over the
years – a tea stall, a dhaba, a general store. Meena shared how she took up the job
of an attendant at a hospital, without telling her husband who was not keen that
she works. With time he accepted her decision. Parvati shared about the bond she
shared with the woman for whom she worked as a domestic help for twenty years.
It was evident from these discussions that women make choices to enter the world
of work. This gives them some economic independence and also empowered them.
The women also view their work spaces as social spaces that open up opportunities
for interactions and friendships. They cope with double burden of work, and
pressures and tensions within the family. They recognise and question the gender
differences –‘When I am late, my character is under suspicion, when he is late, its
over-time’, ‘why can I not get a cup of tea on my return from work, why does
everyone wait for me to come and give them tea?’
These sessions helped build collective discourse and peer-to-peer networks, from
which they could draw strength in their forays in the world of work. New stories
that emerged from them were such as Dukan ke bahane, Manda, Permanent, First Job,
Mere kaam ka safar, Shikwa. The practitioners found new dimensions and contexts to
explore and write about.
Creating a visual repertoire of women’s lives
The practitioners sketched scenes from women’s lives. The visuals created by
young women depicted their routines, interactions, works, journeys, celebrations.
They showed not just what they saw but also what they wished to see. Some of the
visuals were – women buying vegetables at the market, listening to music, watering
the plants, getting ready, chatting up with friends, watching television while
working on the pieces, driving a vehicle, watching a film at a cinema hall with their
friends, travelling alone in a train, reading newspaper, talking on the mobile etc.
Many stories can we woven around these visuals that can facilitate further dialogue
and reflection.
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4.2 Creative Practices and Skill Building
Young women are on their own engaged in a wide range of creative practices,
consciously, or unconsciously, drawing from the resources in their neighbourhood.
These are practices for which they take out time from their daily routine, a time that
belongs to them. These practices are driven by their creative energies, for often
there is no push from the school to further them.
The young women wrote about what triggered their interest and the ways in which
they strengthen their practices. The range of creative practices of interest to young
women included reading novels, comics and magazines, diary writing, dancing,
embroidery, writing and compiling couplets, , grooming oneself and others,
photography, designing clothes, computers, music, stitching, mehndi, drawing,
painting, craft work, drama, cooking, playing dholak Some of the pieces written on
their areas of interest include the following:
When you create a decorative piece it is a skill of hands, and when
you display it is an adornment of your home. When I visit the
bazaar or someone’s home I see the decorative items, the materials
used, the designs, and the color combination. I assess what is
looking good and what isn’t, what could have been done differently.
Then I try and make them at home. I have a sense of what kind of
pieces looks good where. I think I can make such pieces and sell
them. This way I can do something that I like and also earn
something.
Some of them shared about what kind of skills they would like to acquire, how the
sustained practice of these can help them hone their skills and perhaps may
transform into work.
Skill building is an essential component of the engagement with the young women.
The thrust is on providing opportunities for them to pursue and hone their creative
practices and on facilitating an intellectual engagement with their personal life,
work-situations and the wider social and economic context. The purpose being that
the young women feel confident to explore ways by which they can transcend the
agendas and limited roles that are set for them by the production processes they
face. The collective functions as a support network and a site for building an
information resource base for young women.
The young women honed their skills in drafting, cutting and stitching through
sessions with the neighbourhood tailor, the Ankur facilitator and the members of
the collective. There was a lot of peer to peer exchange in these sessions as they
assisted each other in taking measurements, learnt techniques by observing each
other, benefited from the feedback and suggestions of co-practitioners. They found
an ethos where their learning was not confined to one instructor but drew from
many resources within the group. While there was respect for the pace of an
individual, there were also opportunities for enhancing that pace. Continuous
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practice added finish to their creations. The emphasis is on their creativity and
trying out of new ideas.
They explored programs in their locality that offered courses in skill-building by
writing texts on the processes, peer interactions at these centres, and taking
photographs. Interactions were held with professional dress designers, who
provided suggestions on color combinations and discussed the indicators to
measure quality and finish of a product. Possibilities of collaboration in skill
building were also explored with academic institutions that offer courses in textile
design, dress design and fashion design. An effective partnership was developed
with Jan Madhyam, an NGO that imparts vocational training to young women in
inclusive groups. Their team conducted workshops for the collectives in areas of
stitching and embroidery. At the workshops the young women received new
inputs and also played with their ideas and imaginations. Through these
workshops, the young women realized the importance of practice in enhancing the
quality of their work and products.
At the collective, they also built their skills in technology. “When I would see other
girls drawing and painting on the computer, within myself I would also want to
operate the computer but would feel scared and wondered if I could do it too. The
first time I touched the computer I was scared for I felt that I was touching a very
expensive thing. The mouse would slip from my hand every now and then. With
the encouragement and support of my friends, within a month, I learnt how to
open and close the computer, make files and folders. Now I type my writings
directly on the computer and try to create designs.”
 Impact on Young Women
Finding a space and time for themselves
The young women considered their time spent at the collective as a time for
themselves. Said Rupa, “I have lots of responsibilities at home, even finding time to
have meals is difficult. However, I cherish the two hours that I spend at the
collective.” Shared Chandni, “Coming here and meeting my friends has become a
habit with me. I enjoy the freedom I get here to express myself’’. Said Lalita, “I do
not want to miss out on the varied opportunities for learning I find here.”
Personal growth
Coming to the collective added to their self-confidence and helped them open up.
Expressed Sangeeta,“I used to feel nervous in interacting with people, but now I am
comfortable in doing so. I can reply to people’s questions and also ask question.”
Many of them had not traversed their entire locality, except passing through certain
lanes. Their interactions were confined to their families and neighbors. Wrote
Meenu, “I rarely ever ventured out and felt contented to be at home. So, initially it
felt strange to come to the centre daily. Now, I feel a new world is opening up in
front of me”. The practices of the collective extended the frontiers of their
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interactions in the community. Shared Leena, “We have learnt to communicate
with people - women and men, young and old, those known and those not so
familiar.”
Becoming writers
They developed an inclination for writing that was evident from the growing
volume of their texts. They became confident of sharing their stories and looked
forward to listening and responding to each other’s stories. Writing narratives also
involved critical reflection on their situations. Rakhi did not find doing piece rate
on garments stimulating, she was more interested in writing. Often, she questioned
the restrictions posed on young women, and struggled to find a space for herself.
While writing, they engaged not only with their experiences but also those of other
women. Said Sheeba, ‘’I have discovered the connectedness between my stories and
those of other women”. Tulsi said, “Through our texts we articulate and reflect on
our perspectives about ourselves, our families, our neighbourhood and about
society.”
Their writing styles also matured. Shared Leena, ‘Reading the books I took from the
centre, I got some idea as to how to express my thoughts in writing, how to shorten
or expand my stories, what to include or exclude in writing and how to look for
alternative expressions. Continuous practice has improved my writing.”
Continuing and pursuing their education
Coming to the collective, gave a further impetus to their formal education. The
young women began to recognize much more the importance of education and the
ways in which it could provide more avenues to them in future.
Nasreen and Shalu become much more serious about their studies. Pooja started
devoting more time to her homework and less to piece rate work. Priya’s growing
command over Hindi language helped her in having a better grasp of other
subjects. Some of them anchored schools events and won prizes in school
competitions. Their school results also improved because of their increased efforts.
The latent desire in them to pursue their studies further got expressed and realized.
Rakhi, who was thinking of studying till twelfth, decided to do graduation. Rupa
expressed, “I had to discontinue my studies due to household responsibilities.
Writing and working on the computers has rekindled my desire to study further.”
Sangeeta wrote, “I felt scared to join college whenever I heard or read about
instances of eve-teasing. Coming to this space gave me exposure and confidence. I
have decided to join college. The happiest people for this change have been my
parents.”
When Pinky applied for admissions at Jamia Milia Islamia, she wondered how she
would cope with Urdu that was a compulsory language. She had never studied it.
Her family felt that Urdu was the language of Muslims and there was no need for
her to study it. Her friends at the collective offered another perspective to her, that
Urdu is also one amongst the many Indian languages and it could be interesting to
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learn another language. Subsequently, she convinced her family and submitted her
form at Jamia. She took help from the Ankur faciliator, who knew Urdu, in
learning the language and with regular practice cleared here exams.
Creative expression and skill building
For the young women the collective was a space where they could add new
dimensions to their creative practices. Shared, “I am fond of drawing but my
drawing was limited to school assignments. Here I did novel things like making tile
paintings on the theme of shared spaces and wall painting.” Shabana enjoyed
trying out new designs of henna on the palms of her friends at the collective and
also taught them how to apply it. They experimented in areas of stitching as well.
Nargis creatively used old clothes to create other garments and other household
items. Sheeba learnt to mix and match different colors, and create new designs by
using a variety of embroidery stitches. Shared Tulsi, ‘’The distance I felt from the
world of computers has shrunk and I playfully explore it, for hours every day.”
Exploring different options of work
Being part of the collective helped them in navigating the world of work and
negotiating with families. Those who took up work continued to associate with the
collective. By sharing their experiences with the collective, they inspired other
young women and prodded them to pursue their studies, explore options, prepare
and become self – reliant. Farzana who took up a job at pizza hut, shared with her
peers how involved her parents in the decision, how she adapted herself to the new
environs and how gradually she won the support of her seventy five year old
grandmother who was totally against her going to work. Some of the young
women who were engaged in piece-rate work, found short-term assignments to
conduct a survey in the locality. They encouraged other members also to get this
experience.
The challenges they faced at work did not deter them but nudged them go to
further. Shared Lalitha, “When I took up a job as a receptionist, I began to
understand the problems that one faces, especially with regards to discipline,
interactions with colleagues and communication in English. So I took up an English
speaking course. Meanwhile, I am refining my computer skills at the collective that
will give me an edge in my future jobs.”
The young women developed in them a strong desire to become self-reliant, and
expressed their aspirations for future. They were taking steps to move in the
direction of their dreams.
Changes at home
Their engagements at the collective began to be appreciated by their families. Wrote
Tulsi, “One day when I was writing about my routine in my note book, my brother
became suspicious about what I was writing. He was surprised to see the detailed
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way in which I was describing my routine. People at home now notice the progress
in my writing and even recommend to others to send their daughters to the centre.”
They were able to involve their families in addressing issues that they faced. Shared
Lalita, “A young boy would follow me on my return from school. One day when he
blocked my way, I slapped him. Since then, he started threatening me that he
would get me kidnapped. I was afraid to tell this to my family for I feared that they
would stop my going to school. At the suggestion of my friends at the collective, I
took my mother into confidence. Though she was initially angry with me for not
telling her earlier, she decided to confront the boy together with me. The fact that I
could discuss this problem with my mother unburdened me.”
Sumi’s desire to take up work at a parlor, met with stiff resistance from her uncles,
who felt that it was not a respectable and a safe place for women to work. She took
her aunt into confidence, asked her to accompany her to the parlor and gauge if the
atmosphere there was conducive. Together they spoke to her mother, who then
convinced her father. Whenever she had to reach the parlor early, her father would
drop her on his bicycle.
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5. CYBERMOHALLA
Practitioners in the Cybermohalla revisit the locality and the city to produce dense and
dynamic archives of narratives of events, stories of ordinary life, biographies. They
draw resources from the intellectual life of the community for their writings. They
actively explore different forms of media and especially the digital world as a means to
make and project their voice.
5.1 Nodal Media Lab
Around 25 to 30 young people were engaged with Mohalla Media Labs (MML) run in
Dakshinpuri and JP Colony. Practitioners with a longer duration of practice meet
regularly.
The practitioners at the Nodal Media Lab worked on their individual projects. An
interaction with drummers (dhol players) was conducted in Dakshinpuri Lab. This
culminated in an evening of playing drums at the park. In front of a crowd of more than
100 people, some 10-11 drummers introduced themselves, spoke about their craft and
demonstrated some intricate beats. An interview conducted by a practitioner with a will
known musician was read out. As a grand finale all drummers played together.
A PhD student in architecture discussed temporary structures with practitioners. A
collaborative programme of research and innovation led to the design of static and one
mobile structure to carry listening and speaking practices into the locality. A sound
practitioner and researcher conducted a workshop on sound and listening practices.
5.2 The Book
A book was planned in the context of publishing workshop that to be done in the
frame of an exhibition at the Louisiana Museum in Copenhagen: LIVING Frontiers
of Architecture. The process of the book has been in collaboration with Frankfurt
based architect and curator Nikolaus Hirsch as a consolidation of the conversations,
designs, and efforts of the last few years. The draft of the book included dialogues
and practices over the last one year. The book will reflect a more dynamic
constellation of concepts and narratives and be a contribution to the debate on
architecture and life between us to carve out a language and a practice for
imagining and animating structures of cultural spaces in contemporary cities. The
draft was sent to various respondent for comments.
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Archive

6. THE ARCHIVE
Worker settlements are inhabited by vibrant communities with their own social
support networks, sources and stores of knowledge and skills, their own dreams
and aspirations. The community here is a source of strength and learning to the
children and young people who live there. It remains the first audience of their
creative outpourings.
Ankur’s interventions in the community are to build on the intellectual life of the
locality. These interventions help create generative spaces and creative hubs for the
community. Community events are integral part of each of the Ankur programs
and held regularly. Besides these, the archive at Sawda Ghevra is a major
community intervention.
The content of the archive grew this year, with several new texts and about 7000
images including those of the fire in C block and the demolition of about 100 homes
in certain pockets. The information resource base was further strengthened on
health, education, employment, HIV/AIDS, UID (a government scheme for
identification cards), and services of various commissions (for women, children and
minorities). The archive acquired individual and collective letters of complaint
submitted by the residents of Sawda to different authorities. The formation of
different associations and committees by the residents was also documented.
6.1. New Texts
New texts on the community covering diverse themes gave a fair idea of the
making of Sawda, its changing relationships and the struggle of the people to have
a dignified life. One of the stories Zannat ka ration recorded the travails of buying
rations from the far off Khan Market shop, the locality from where many residents
came. Another text recorded the narrative of a young person, a tailor, who resumed
his education to find a better job. He was happy to clear his high school exam but
regretted that even after that he could not find a job, as the prospective employers
were looking for graduates with computer skills.
One of the major themes of engagement was their perceptions about the
Commonwealth games held in October and the way it affected the city and their
lives. One of the texts recorded the narrative of a youth who felt good that he had
found some work because of the games but lamented the loss of livelihood for his
uncle.
In this big sports event in which players and audiences from foreign
countries came, I got the job of making arrangements for their stay at
the residential sites. Though this work was only for a couple of
months, the payment was good. Atleast some job opportunities were
created during the games for the unemployed like me.
Unemployment is the biggest issue at Sawda. I got Rs. 6000, plus
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some daily allowance. For 15 days I worked in the day shift and for
15 days in the night shift. Though some benefitted from the games,
many others did not. My uncle used to sell spices on his bicycle by
visiting different neighborhoods in Old and Central Delhi. He and
many other street vendors like him were removed from certain
routes linked to the Games Stadia. Their work suffered
tremendously. My uncle was very disturbed as the wedding of his
sons was scheduled in January.
6.2 Circulation of Content in the Community
The content of the archive was shared in the community in various creative forms,
so that their stories could live amidst them. The banners, boards and wall-writings
that keep coming up indicate the changes taking place in Sawda as a neighborhood.
Images of these displays were clicked and a set of playing cards was created out of
them. The pack of cards played a role in bringing people together at street-corners
and cross roads. People played with these cards, connected them with their lives
and philosophies and shared their personal experiences. Observing the images of
Sawda on the cards, several people were happy to search for those familiar places.
Some questioned the absence of certain spaces. Others felt this would encourage
playing of cards. Yet others felt this would enhance the identity and dignity of
Sawda. Most people said that through the cards they at least became familiar with
the small details of their colony. The future plan is to record the conversations of
people around these cards.
A broadsheet was taken out drawing upon articles, information and stories
connected with their experiences of the government dispensary at Sawda. The
broadsheet became a basis for further discussion on issues of health and disease.
6.3 Providing Resource Support
As and when they required, people came to discuss and find solutions to the
various problems that they were confronted with.
Ration was not available at the local outlet. People demanded and obtained their
dues on the basis the copy of the newspaper advertisement from the Fooddepartment kept at the archive. According to the advertisement, two months’ ration
would be supplied as stock at every ration shop. Information regarding health-card
and smart card was given to people and they were helped with the writing work
involved. Information regarding birth certificate and pensions for widows and old
women was also disseminated. Through the archive Municipal Corporation
Department (MCD) officials disseminated information on prevention of Dengue.
The voter identity cards and ration cards of two women had gotten burnt in the fire
that broke out in April. They were obtaining their ration on the basis of a copy of
the FIR (First Information Report), which later stopped. A letter was written in this
regard to the SHO (Station House Officer of the local police station), requesting for
new ration and identity cards. Talks were held with personnel of Gender resource
centre and the councillors for help in the matter.
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A few families were able to get help for handicapped persons from government
and non-government institutions. When a victim of domestic violence approached
archive, the case after initial support was referred to the counselors of Y.M.C.A
(Young Men’s Christian Association).
Together with the local pradhan a letter was drafted and sent to the Director,
Education and the Minister for Education, Delhi government demanding up
gradation of two middle and secondary school to the next levels and filling up of
teacher vacancies. The letters argued that these steps would improve the access and
retention of children at school, and strengthen the implementation of the right to
education.
The people of the community were resisting having a cremation ground so near to
their living quarters. Consultations were held with key people of the community
and with the local councillor. An inspection was undertaken of the empty spaces,
the land behind North Delhi Power Limited (NDPL) was identified for the purpose
and permission was taken from the councillor.
The community leaders of J block were helped in preparing the documents
required for registration of their party named ‘Lok Kalyan Party’. Their key agenda
is to raise the issues affecting newly formed resettlement colonies in Delhi, post
demolitions.
6.4 Sawda in Media
Archive has contributed to print and electronic media coverage of Sawda’s issues
and concerns. The journalist from NDTV visited Sawda for three consecutive days,
interacted with people and with staff of Ankur and went through the material in
the archive in order to understand the rebuilding of life in Sawda. For the first time
issues related to Sawda were highlighted in the program, ‘Ravish ki Report’ on a
national channel. The journalist from The Times of India wrote four articles on
Sawda – on demolition, unemployment, unemployment and Ankur interventions.
CNN IBN telecast a program ‘Community Journalist’ highlighting the problems
faced by the people of Sawda. Through media, the plight of Sawda was
communicated to a wider public and more importantly, to government. Very soon,
the administration put its act together. Several projects were restarted. The park
was cleaned, its greening was resumed. Anti-mosquito spraying was done. Watertankers started coming on time.
6.5 Resource to Academia and Others
The students, researchers and faculty from the Department of Social work of Delhi
University and Kurukshetra University visited the archive to get a better
understanding of the locality. The professor from Lady Irwin College found the
idea of recording people’s anecdotes very interesting. Researchers from MIT
London came for discussion on issues of town planning and policy. A professor
from University of Sydney, Australia, visited the archive for her research on global
policies and their impact on grass-roots. A post-graduate student from King’s
college London delved into archive-material, looking at the impact of development
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on people in India, particularly in the context of displacement and resettlement.
Representative of Centre for Advocacy and Research came to discuss how the
commonwealth games
affected the people of Sawda. The team from Manas
Foundation, an NGO that works in the field of mental health visited the archive, to
understand the psychological effects of demolition and relocation on people.
Said a visitor to the archive,
In addition to providing information to people, the archive is doing
yeomen’s service by maintaining a range of documents related to the
community.
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School
Intervention

7. SCHOOL INTERVENTION
The school intervention program ‘Children and School – Infinite Possibilities’
continued for the second year in the six Municipal Corporation Department
primary schools. The aim of the intervention is to make the school a place to which
children are welcomed and encouraged to fully explore their lived experience and
imagination and further build their capacities by freely expressing feelings,
thoughts, ideas and narratives. This is only possible if we recognize the infinite
possibilities that lie within the school that can be tapped into, to make it a space
where children can realise their boundless potential.
The six government schools with whom we collaborate are 






MCD School, Block-7 Kalyanpuri
MCD School, Patparganj
MCD School, L-Block, Sunder Nagri
MCD School, No. 3 Block JKL, Sec-05, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar
MCD School, 64 Khamba, Turkman Road
MCD School, B-Block, Sawda

This year the intervention moved into taking up the Hindi language class in the
fourth standard in these schools.
7.1 Classroom Intervention
Initially each day, new practices were carried out in the classroom to develop
interest amongst the children. This resulted in greater interaction amongst the
students and developed an urge in them to do something new each day. They
thoroughly enjoyed these sessions, which was evident from their level of
participation. Later, the lessons from the Rimjhim (prescribed language textbook)
were taken up.
In the transactions of Rimjhim, the approach continued to be seeking how better to
open out the texts to enable children to forge more varieties of links with their lives,
experiences and imaginations. The stories of Rimjhim, were taken up through openended questions, that took stories in new directions are drew out the stories hidden
amongst the children. Dialogues through open-ended questions altered the
standard image of the class-room, where the teacher asks the questions, and the
students reply, and the answers to those questions are fixed. They added freshness
to the daily transactions in the class-room. They created an atmosphere of listening
and sharing.
These dialogues and children’s texts around open-ended questions, led to the
creation of interesting texts that served as a unique reading material to students
with the added pleasure that it was created by them. Rimjhim-Tohfe mein kuch Sawal
(Rimjhim-Some questions as a return gift) was the book created out of these
interactions. As soon as the book was placed on the table, the children hovered
around the table, and started to curiously browse through the pages. The classteacher explained to them that whatever they were writing in the class was brought
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out in the shape of this book. They were excited to see their expressions in the book.
They went through each page of the book. Many wanted to take the book home to
show to their parents. While they read the books, the teacher took one to read to the
children of the other class.

7.2 Events in School
In each school, events were conceptualized and conducted in school that created
new contexts for participation of all children. About 750-1000 children and the
teachers of the school participated in these events.
Based on the interactions held with the children of class 3 last year, a poster
exhibition was created. The content of the posters was drawn from the original
writings and visuals done by the children. The posters reflected their innovative
engagement with standard textbooks. The bioscope was installed with pictures
made by children, and attracted teachers and students alike.
The neighbourhood rarely features in the transactions and events at the school. At
one of the schools, a photographic exhibition was held which displayed the images
of the locality. The children were excited to see familiar sites in the school, as was
evident from their conversations. They identified those spaces and shared their
memories related to those spaces. Mohan said, ‘’this is the picture of the cycle lane
where I was trying to learn how to cycle. Nadeem pulled him towards himself and
asked him to see the photograph of the cold-drink shop that they frequent. Ankit
pointed to the lane where he had fallen from one of the walls.
At the children’s day event, students were asked to share what they appreciated in
their friends. This created an atmosphere where the strengths of children were
brought forth through their peers. Some of the expressions were – ‘my friend reads
many story books’, ‘my friend takes care of his parents’, ‘my friend does not use
foul language’.
At the school in Sawda, the children put up an exhibition on the theme, ‘The Sawda
of our dreams’. The display included models of houses, train, hospital, motherdairy booth, schools, and computer-centre etc. - all that they desired as part of their
locality.
At another event, the children of the Ankur library, now in secondary school were
invited to share their reminiscences of the times when they were in primary school.
Some of the texts read out at the event were about doing mischief in class, having
fun during lunch break, making excuses for slipping out of classroom, getting
drenched in rain while coming to school etc.
The Principals and school-teachers and were very appreciative of the events. They
were amazed to see the articulations of children and commented on their vast
potential.
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7.3 Meetings with School Teachers
Meetings were held with the teachers in each school, to share the ideas of our
pedagogical practice and to build a collective discourse in school around them. The
booklet, Rimjhim – Tohfe mein kuch sawal, along with a report of the intervention was
given to each teacher of the school, to share the unfolding of the intervention as
well as the creative products emerging from the intervention. In the meetings the
focus was on three aspects –
- Children bring with them a rich language that is drawn from and nurtured
in their contexts.
- Class-rooms through texts can create contexts that enhance their language
skills, by creating an atmosphere of listening and sharing.
- What does such a practice mean to the children and how does it impact the
class-room?
The teachers shared when they asked children to share experiences in the
classrooms. They acknowledged that children have lots to share, they are very
observant and alert, but many a times they are not given an opportunity to share
their experiences in class-rooms. They remarked that they were amazed to see the
details with which children have written.



Impact on Children

Students creating their own entry and take-off points into and from textbooks
The practice of inviting children to share their experiences in relation to the given
texts made students more confident readers who through their transactions with
the text created their own understanding and developed their thoughts. The
conversations in the classroom were enlivened by many different ways in which
the text was read by different students. The students added dialogues and textures
to stories and took them in new directions. From one story many new stories
opened out.
Their written responses to the questions on the text were marked with diversity of
content and style, underlining the free play they were confident to give to their
creative impulses. Their writings generated new questions which provided impetus
for further exploration and articulation by them. They gave robust shape to their
stories and added nuances and details. They practiced writing at home without
being asked to, and did not consider it homework.
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Creation of a legitimate space for children’s spontaneous voices in the school
Children’s spontaneous voices in the school were hitherto only to be found in the
informal and illegitimate worlds of the school. The informal space for these voices
was in the breaks, or before school begins and after it ends, in conversations held
violating the strictures placed on them in the school and in the classroom. The
materials generated from the conversations amongst students and circulated in the
school, enabled the spontaneous voices of children to be recognized as meaningful
discourse. These creative expressions of children gave an insight into their lifeworlds and the range of their thoughts and imaginations.
The initiation of a generative communication spiral
The circulation of individual and collective works of students amongst them added
a new dimension to their life in class-room. They moved from reading texts created
by others (mostly adult authors) to reading texts created by them and their fellow
students. The circulation of these creative works in different forms, such as posters,
mats, booklets helped build the confidence of the students in their creative
endeavors. The conversations that took place consequent to the circulation of their
work pushed them to further develop their ideas and thoughts, hone their craft and
sharpen their articulation. In the entire process of classroom dialogue and material
creation, the students became listeners, speakers, writers and readers. The school
began to value the creative expressions of children.
Adding new dimensions to school events
Various events were organized in the school such as- the exhibitions of children’s
work in the school corridors; storytelling events in the playground; and film shows
held by converting the school-room into a cinema hall. They provided new ideas
for events and new perspectives to look at the spaces available in the school. The
school administration sought the involvement of the Ankur team in planning
school events in anticipation of something novel and exciting.
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Collaborations

8. COLLABORATIONS
Ankur shares the ideas, concepts and pedagogical strategies that emerge from its
practice and searches for occasions to learn from others. Ankur collaborates with
various institutions of formal education and other initiatives in the field of
education.
8.1 Linkages with Educational Bodies and Institutions
NCERT Text book committee
An interaction was held with the Chief Consultant of the primary class language
textbook of the National Council of Education Research and Training (NCERT) –
Rimjhim. The pedagogical practices and resource materials of the ‘Text and beyond’
approach, and the creative works of children were discussed in depth with her. She
remarked that the articulations and creative works of the students that have been
generated through this approach could contribute significantly to pedagogical
discourse.
Bachelors of elementary education (B.El.Ed) students and faculty:
Some 25-30 students of the Bachelor’s programme in Elementary Education
(B.El.Ed) accompanied by three teachers came to Ankur for their field work. They
interacted with staff at the office and visited various field locations. Consequent to
their field visit they shared their observations and learnings on the pedagogical
practices followed at Ankur. This was an opportunity for Ankur to validate its
pedagogical practices against the approaches followed at formal teacher training
courses.
Tata Institute of Social Sciences
With the help of an intern from Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS), a workshop
was organized along the theme ‘Child as researcher’. The interaction with the
children was on their research and the writings that emerged from it which were on
the changes that the children had witnessed in recent times. Shalu wrote about the
losses that it brought to them – trees were cut, playing areas were removed and the
voices of vendors at the crossing were silenced.
NUEPA
Ankur made presentation at the National Workshop on ‘State Partnership with
Civil Society in Education organised by Department of International and
Comparative Education, NUEPA (National University of Educational Planning and
Administration).
The Ankur presentation, ‘Sketching New Portraits’, drew upon the collaboration
with the MCD (Municipal Corporation Department) Education Department,
through the school intervention initiative, ‘Children and School – Infinite
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possibilities’. It is based on the premise that children have boundless potential and
schools have the possibilities that can help nurture and realize this infinite potential
of children. The intervention has been able to sketch new horizons of children’s
imagination, as speakers and listeners, readers and writers, text-books as a resource
to draw children’s experiences, teacher as a samvadak (dialogue-maker), the
presence of multiple sites of learning in school, community as a resource, plurality
of reading texts, class-room as a space for dialogue. These imaginations alter
children’s experience of school and also school’s perceptions of children and their
communities.
International Seminar
Ankur presented a paper ‘Beyond script’ at an international seminar on ‘Theorising
Child Participation: Learning across Disciplines and Countries held at New Delhi.
The paper argued that child participation would remain limited to tokenism or
random episodes without the attempt to understand both the obvious and hidden
power structures that exist in the spaces that are inhabited both by adults and
children. The prevailing constructs that determine how children conduct
themselves in the presence of adults, not only privilege the position of adults but
also limit the role that children are allowed to play. Child participation episodes
rarely move beyond the accepted script and have little lasting value. What is
needed is creating contexts where children and young people can be engaged in
sustained practices that allow them to go beyond the roles that are defined for them
and that often end up limiting their potential. The paper focussed on how
collectives of children and young people researched everyday living and contexts
in which their lives are mapped. In the process they rediscovered their
neighbourhoods. The collectives' exploration of their neighborhood added to their
confidence about their communities and the way they engaged with public
agencies; and projected their voice in the public domain.
The other papers presented at the seminar were- ‘Youth engagement in the cities of
americas’; ‘Translating rights: contextualizing children's voice and agency’, ‘Law
reform and child participation, ‘Perceptions of childhood’, ‘Children’s perspective
on service delivery’, ‘Research as encounter and dialogue’.
The participants of the seminar visited Ankur field centres to understand the
practice of child-participation and articulation. They were impressed with the range
and depth of practices and the voices of children emerging from them.
National Centre for Children’s Literature
The children of the club and library actively participated in the ‘Creative writing
and illustration’ workshop organized by the National Centre for Children’s
Literature. The creative writings and pieces of illustration were featured in the
Reader’s Club Bulletin Vol 14, No. 8 April 2010. Members of Ankur team interacted
with children from some of the leading schools of Delhi and were pleased to see
that their writing abilities were recognized by all.
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Women’s Festival, Jamia Milia Islamia
Ankur put up an exhibition at the Women’s Festival, organized by Delhi Education
Society in collaboration with the Centre for Dalit and Minorities Studies, Jamia
Millia Islamia, held at the campus of the historic Anglo-Arabic School at Ajmeri
Gate. The festival provided an opportunity for interface with women from the
marginalized sections of the walled city, as well as students, academicians and
activists. Texts written by young women on a range of themes, titled, Zindagi ki
kitaab se chand panne, along with copies of newly printed Udhed-bun were
displayed. There was a full-lenth canvas, with a pair of foot-wear with the caption,
Rozmarra se guzarte hue dooriyon ko maap rahi hoon (Walking through the everyday, I
am measuring distances). A set of post-cards were created with lines from the texts
of young women at the collective. Each post-card was an invite to the visitor to
share a related experience. Two posters were designed, Chehro mein Chupi Chavian
(images hidden in aces) and Jagahon Mein Banti Kahaniyan (Stories emerging from space)
using the photographs clicked by young women of the collective. Visitors to the
stall were amazed to see the kind of writings being done by the young women – the
vivid expressions, the lucidity of language, the connect with the reader etc. The
participation in this event took our practice to new audiences and generated a lot of
curiosity.
Presentations at Gothenburg University
At the invitation of the Gothenbung University in Sweden a three member team
visited Gothenburg and suburban localities in October 2010 sharing experiences
and learnings with different groups there. The team attended an Ingrepp (transl:
Intervention) workshop at Backa (Gothenburg suburb). The research group Ingrepp
had organised the workshop in the city district Backa – about city planning and the
future of the area. The Ankur team made a presentation of the experiences entitled
‘‘Locality, Generative Spaces and Voices -- An intervention in working class
localities in Delhi”. This was a public presentation held at the culture house in
Backa. The Ankur team also met with a group starting up a project with
storytelling and young people in the community at Hammarkullen, another suburb
of Gothenburg. This was situated at the Centre for Urban Studies situated there but
a part of the Gothenburg University.
8.2 Linkages with other Initiatives
SAFED
Since 2009 Ankur has been in collaboration with South Asia Forum for Education
Development (SAFED), Pakistan, through the initiative ‘Spaces for Young Women –
Research, Experimentation and Practice’. The initiative seeks to create a collective of
young women writers from marginalized segments across South Asia who are in
collaborative practice, and who engage with their imaginations and their contexts
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and emerge as writers and creators of ideas, thoughts and viewpoints. During the
past one year the young women from the different collectives wrote several texts on
a range of themes, which were shared for feedback and further ideas. Plans were
made to hold young women writers workshop in the near future, to create a
platform for the writers from collectives in both Pakistan and India who can meet
each, share their writings and together create a body of work that can be circulated
amongst a wider audience.
Delhi Listening Group
Ankur in collaboration with Phonebox Productions (an initiative in the field of
sonic media art and broadcast) set up the Delhi Listening Group. The group was
started as a collaborative venture bringing together different practitioners
to explore listening practices as modes of creative and pedagogical enquiry into the
city around us. The idea is to create situations and spaces which invite people to
listen to things they may usually take for granted, not notice, ignore, dismiss or
refuse to engage with. The group believes that listening is a process of composing
and ordering the ways we attend to what we hear, perhaps noise is what we edit
out of this meaning making, that which violates a specific order of listening.
The group presented the workshop ‘City and sound’, in association with Khoj
studio. An installation of the work done by the group was put in the courtyard. The
session also included a listening tour of the surrounding area of Khirkee.
Afterward, an open discussion was held on noise, sound, shared listening and sonic
space in Delhi. A mobile structure called the “Rik-Shor’’ has been created that will
be taken around different parts of Delhi and would function as an interface
platform for locality-based listening trips.

Linkages with Campaigns
Hum bhi khelenge (We Want to Play)
Ankur was an active part of a campaign, focusing on the impact of the
Commonwealth Games (held in Delhi in October 2010) on the marginalized. Ankur
prepared a perspective note for the campaign focusing on the patterns of
urbanization being witnessed in the city in the light of the preparations for the
Commonwealth Games. The issue of how public spaces are shrinking and
opportunities of play were not being provided for children, especially those from
vulnerable laboring classes, was raised in the perspective paper. These issues were
discussed with children and young people across all of Ankur’s interventions.
Ankur team planned and conducted sessions on ‘Right to Play’, with about 450
children from different parts of th
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